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Abstract—Most server-grade systems provide Chipkill-Correct error protection at the expense of power and performance. In this

paper we present a low overhead solution to improving the reliability of commodity DRAM systems with no change in the existing

memory architecture. Specifically, we propose five erasure and error correction (E-ECC) schemes that provide at least Chipkill-Correct

protection for x4 (Schemes 1, 2 and 3), x8 (Scheme 4) and x16 (Scheme 5) DRAM systems. All schemes have superior error correction

performance due to the use of strong symbol-based codes. Synthesis results in 28 nm node show that the decoding latency of these

codes is negligible compared to the DRAM access latency. In addition, we make use of erasure codes to extend the lifetime of the

DRAM systems. Specifically, once a chip is marked faulty due to persistent errors, all E-ECC schemes correct erasures due to that

faulty chip and also correct an additional random error in a second chip. Evaluation with SPEC2006 workloads show that compared to

x4 Chipkill-Correct schemes, Scheme 5 has the highest IPC improvement (mean of 7 percent) and Scheme 4 has the largest power

reduction (mean of 18 percent) and the largest increase in energy efficiency (mean of 25 percent).
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1 INTRODUCTION

MEMORY reliability is a major challenge in the design of
large scale computing systems. More than 40 percent

of hardware related failures are attributed to memory sys-
tems [1], and this number is projected to increase in the
future. Memory systems are vulnerable to different kinds of
faults (e.g., hard, intermittent or random) [2], [3]. These
faults manifest as single bit errors, multiple errors along a
row and/or along a column of a chip and even a whole chip
failure. The challenge is in designing schemes that have
higher reliability than current systems but with lower
power and performance overhead.

High performance servers are typically expected to have
Chipkill-Correct level protection, that is, the ability to cor-
rect errors due to failures of a DRAM chip with 12.5 percent
storage overhead [4], [5]. Chipkill-Correct was first imple-
mented by striping data across multiple chips so that single
bit error correction and double bit detection (SEC-DED)
code could be used to correct errors due to a chip failure [4].
The bit-level Chipkill-Correct code had high power

consumption and low system performance and so symbol-
based Chipkill-Correct was proposed for x4 DRAM systems
in [6], [7]. Such a scheme activated 36 chips across two ranks
for every memory access and thus also had high power
consumption.

To reduce the power consumption, many systems moved
to x8 or x16 DRAMs, which activate fewer chips per mem-
ory access. For instance, V-ECC [8] activates 18�8 chips
across two ranks while LOT-ECC [9] and Multi-ECC [10]
only activate nine chips per rank. Although LOT-ECC and
Multi-ECC can reduce the memory power by an average of
more than 25 percent compared to Chipkill-Correct, they
cannot fully correct a chip failure at run time.

In order to activate fewer chips andmaintain high reliabil-
ity, many systems employ two-tier schemes [8], [9], [10], [11],
[12], where the first tier is used for error detection and the
second tier is used for error correction. For example, V-ECC
[8] uses two check symbols in the first tier to perform error
detection and uses the third check symbol in the second tier
to perform error correction. The second tier is usually cached
to reduce the read latency for error correction and to reduce
the number of writes for updating the tier-2 ECC symbols.

Existing schemes such as those in [9], [10] also rely on
replacement of faulty chips to extend the lifetime of the
DRAM memory systems. Some commercial systems use
memory sparing or bit-steering [10], [13], [14] to re-route the
faulty bits or re-route data from a faulty chip to a healthy
chip. This not only reduces the usable physical memory size
but also increases the overhead required to perform re-rout-
ing or mapping.

In this paper, we propose a very different approach to
providing at least Chipkill-Correct error protection for
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commodity DRAM systems. Our approach is based on the
use of stronger symbol based codes which are chosen to
handle the constraints of the different memory systems. Use
of a stronger code adds very little overhead to existing sys-
tems. Synthesis results in 28 nm node show that the decod-
ing latencies of these codes are very small and do not affect
the DRAM timing performance. Moreover, unlike the exist-
ing multi-tiered schemes, our schemes do not require extra
memory read/write operations to access data for error
correction.

Furthermore, instead of employing chip sparing to
increase the lifetime of memory systems, we make use of
erasure correction, where an erasure is defined as an error
whose location is known. We utilize the machine check
architecture (MCA) [2], [14], [15] to record the error infor-
mation of each chip. Once the number of errors in a certain
chip increases beyond a threshold, this chip is marked as
faulty and errors due to this chip are treated as erasures.

In the rest of this paper, we present five erasure and error
correction (E-ECC) schemes that provide at least Chipkill-
Correct reliability for x4, x8 and x16 DRAM systems. All the
proposed E-ECC schemes can correct errors due to a chip
failure on the fly and can correct one more random error
when the chip is marked as faulty. We analyze the tradeoffs
between reliability and system performance (timing, power
and energy) of these proposed schemes. Overall, this paper
makes the following key contributions:

� For x4 DRAM systems, we present three schemes
that all have 12.5 percent storage overhead but differ
in the number of ranks being activated (one or two).
The specific ECC codes used in these three schemes
are rotational (144,128) code over GF(24) and RS

(36,32) code over GF(28). The schemes that activate
two ranks per memory access have lower timing,
power and energy performance but higher reliability
compared to the one that activates only one rank.

� For x8 DRAM systems, we propose a scheme which
is also based on the RS (36,32) code over GF(28); it
has the lowest power consumption and highest
energy efficiency among all five schemes.

� For x16 DRAM systems, we propose a scheme which
is based on the RS (20,16) code over GF(28); its stor-
age overhead is 25 percent but has the highest timing
performance among all the schemes.

Finally, compared to existing schemes, the proposed E-
ECC schemes have superior reliability. They all achieve at
least Chipkill-Correct reliability and one of our x4 E-ECC
schemes can even correct errors due to two chip failures.
Our x8 E-ECC scheme has similar timing and power perfor-
mance compared to [8] but with higher reliability and lower
storage overhead. Compared to [9] and [10], it has slightly
lower power/energy efficiency but stronger reliability since
LOT-ECC cannot handle row failures and Multi-ECC can-
not handle column failures.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the DRAM architecture, DRAM error character-
istics, existing methods and our strategy. Section 3 presents
the proposed schemes; details of the decoding algorithms
are given in the Appendix. Section 4 includes the synthesis
results of the E-ECC decoders. Section 5 discusses the

timing, power, energy and reliability of the proposed
schemes. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 DRAM Memory Systems

A DRAM memory system is organized into channels, ranks,
chips and banks [16]. The DRAM memory controller (MC)
acts as an interface between the last level cache and the
DRAM. It can access data from one or more channels. Each
channel consists of dual in-line memory modules (DIMMs),
each of which consists of one or more ranks. A rank is the
minimum unit that is activated in a read or write access.
Each rank is composed of multiple chips (also called devi-
ces) and the number of chips to be activated depend on the
size of the data bus width. For DDR3, the I/O width (N) is
typically 4, 8 or 16 bits. Since the 64 bit data path is fixed, a
rank consists of 64/N chips. A DRAM system built with six-
teen x4 DRAM chips is referred to as a 16 x4 system. The
common DRAM system configurations are 16 x4, 8 x8 and
4 x16 (number of chips per rank x data I/O width). In an x4
system, there are 8 extra ECC bits for every 64 bits data
resulting in two extra ECC chips per rank. In an x8 system,
one extra chip is used for ECC chip per rank. The DRAM
architecture for a x8 system is shown in Fig. 1.

In DDR3 systems, data is accessed in the burst mode; typ-
ically, burst length is eight or four (chopped burst) [17]. A
burst length of eight means that eight beats of data are
transferred per memory access [16]. Some DRAM systems
operate in the lock-step mode [8], [16]. In such a mode, two
physical channels operate as a single logical channel. A sin-
gle 64B cache line is fetched using two memory channels;
one half of the cache line is accessed from the first channel
while the second half is obtained from the second channel.

2.2 DRAM Error Characteristics

DRAM errors can be broadly classified into soft errors and
hard errors. Soft errors are caused by transient faults which
occur randomly and cause incorrect data to be read from a
memory location; they disappear when the location is over-
written. Hard errors are caused by permanent faults or
intermittent faults. A permanent fault causes a memory
location to consistently return an incorrect value, such as a
stuck-at-0 fault. An intermittent fault causes a memory

Fig. 1. Logical view of a DRAM based memory system.
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location to sometimes return incorrect values. Note that a
single fault can result in multiple error instances [2], [3].

DRAM errors have been analyzed in detail in [2], [3],
[18], [19], [20]. The study in [2], [18], [19] shows that a large
fraction of errors are hard errors and these manifest as
repeating errors occurring at the same address, row, column
or chip. In addition, permanent faults tend to be clustered
[18]; these errors have strong correlations in space and time.
The repeated errors contaminate the nearby rows and col-
umns and increase dramatically in the presence of prior
errors. The study in [18], [19] also shows that the number of
errors in any memory system increase over time. A more
recent analysis of DRAM faults performed over a period of
15 months shows that while the failure rate due to transient
faults increases mildly, the failure rate due to permanent
faults is higher in the beginning and becomes almost the
same as transient faults around months six to eight [3]. It is
projected that the failure rate would again increase towards
the end of the device’s lifetime.

In general, if a chip has persistent errors, then that chip
can be marked as faulty and all data from that chip can be
treated as erasures. Note that erasures are defined as errors
whose locations are known [21]. Thus if erasures can be cor-
rected, the faulty chip can continue to be used instead of
being retired. In this work, we utilize the error recording
mechanism of machine-check architecture [2], [14], [15] to
mark a chip as faulty. The MCA has registers to store the
error address, time or type (corrected or uncorrected) of
errors. Error events are recorded both during memory
scrubbing [13], [22] and during normal read operation.
Now if the number of errors is larger than a threshold value
(the threshold value is system-dependent), the chip is
marked as faulty by the MC.

2.3 Existing ECC Mechanisms

Chipkill-correct is the most common error protection scheme
for DRAM memory systems [4], [5], [19], [23]. It can correct
errors due to failure of one chip and also detect errors due
to two chip failures. The original Chipkill-Correct solution
from IBM [4] used single bit error correction and double bit
error detection code (SEC-DED). Current systems such as
Sun UltraSPARC-T1/T2 [24] and AMD Opteron systems
use symbol based Chipkill-Correct codes. An example of
such a code is the rotational (144,128) code [6], which is a
(36,32) code over GF(24). In an x4 memory system, this code
results in activation of 36 devices across 2 ranks and thus
consumes a lot of power. Next we describe several methods
that try to achieve a balance between reduction in power
consumption and Chipkill-Correct reliability.

Virtualized ECC (V-ECC) [8] provides Chipkill-Correct
capability for x4 and x8 DRAM systems. It is based on a 3
check symbol code, where 2 check symbols are used for detec-
tion (tier-1) and a third check symbol is used for correction
(tier-2). In an x8 system, V-ECC activates 18 chips in 2 ranks. It
caches the tier-2 symbols to reduce the read latency and write
frequency. However, it still incurs extra read/write opera-
tions to perform error correction or to update the ECC bits.
The storage overhead of V-ECC is 18.75 percent.

Localized and tiered ECC (LOT-ECC) [9] activates only nine
chips per rank in x8 DRAM systems to reduce power con-
sumption. It uses multiple layers of XOR operations to deal

with memory errors. Data along with local and global ECC
parity bits are stored in the same DRAM row to improve
access efficiency. If errors are detected, global parity bits are
read by a second access. LOT-ECC is not a Chipkill-Correct
solution since it can only correct a stuck-at-0 or stuck-at-1
chip failure. The storage overhead of LOT-ECC is 26.5 per-
cent, which is higher than the existing schemes.

Multi-line error correction (Multi-ECC) [10] also activates
only nine chips per rank in x8 DRAM systems. Multi-ECC
uses a different approach where errors are first detected
along rows and then column checksums are used to locate
the errors. The row parity bits are then used to correct these
errors. This method requires a large number of data reads
when an error is detected. In addition, since Multi-ECC
uses one’s complement for column checksums, it cannot
fully detect errors due to column failures. The storage over-
head of this method is only 12.9 percent, which is a small
increase compared to Chipkill-Correct.

Adaptive reliability chipkill correct (ARCC) [25] also pro-
vides two tiers of error protection. It reduces the power con-
sumption by activating only one rank when there are no
errors. When errors are detected, ARCC adaptively adjusts
the ECC strength by combining adjacent codewords to per-
form error correction. Once two ranks are combined, the
cache line size is increased from 64 to 128B. ARCC does not
increase the ECC storage overhead; the only overhead is
that the last level cache needs to be modified to accommo-
date both 64 and 128B cache lines.

Bamboo-ECC [26] is a recently proposed single-tier error
protection scheme that provides good system reliability
with low storage overhead. It uses a 8-bit symbol based RS
code for x4 DRAM systems to handle error events ranging
from correcting single bit errors with 3.1 percent storage
overhead to correcting errors due to two chip failures with
25 percent storage overhead. Furthermore, by grouping
per-pin data to form ECC symbols, it is able to correct dou-
ble pin failures and thus provides higher error protection
compared to Chipkill-Correct.

Apart from the academic solutions described above, there
are several commercial solutions. Many server systems use
page retiring or chip sparing to improve reliability [13], [18],
[27]. For example, Intel systems use double device data cor-
rection (DDDC) to correct double device errors sequentially.
In each rank, one DRAM device is reserved as a spare chip;
when a chip is marked faulty, the spare chip is utilized. IBM
ProteXion [14] uses redundant bit steering to re-route the
faulty bits to backup bits to deal with bit failures. Instead of
using eight bits to protect 64 bits of data it uses only six bits
and uses the remaining two bits as backup bits.

Our method does not use any spare bits/chips or re-rout-
ing, instead we handle errors due to faulty chips through
erasure correction. The decoding circuit for erasure correc-
tion is quite small and its latency is negligible compared to
the DRAM access latency (Section 4). Thus we believe era-
sure correction is a more efficient way to deal with errors
due to chips that have been marked faulty.

3 PROPOSED E-ECC SCHEMES

In this section we describe the proposed E-ECC schemes for
x4 DRAM systems in Section 3.1, for x8 DRAM systems in
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Section 3.2 and for x16 DRAM systems in Section 3.3. For each
scheme, we describe the data access pattern and the decoding
flowchart. The decoding algorithms are described in the
Appendix and the corresponding synthesis results are
included in Section 4.

3.1 x4 DRAM Systems

3.1.1 E-ECC Scheme 1

Chipkill-Correct uses 4-check symbol codes to correct errors
due to a single chip failure and detect errors due to two
chip failures. We use rotational (144,128) code [6] as the rep-
resentative Chipkill-Correct code in this paper. Here, 36
devices are activated across two ranks in each access. Each
device provides 4 bits of data per beat, that is, 36 � 4 = 144
bits per beat, to the ECC decoding unit. Each set of 144 bits
is decoded to obtain 128 data bits and a total of 4 � 128 =
512 data bits is sent to the last level cache.

The rotational (144,128) code has a minimum distance of
4 and so this code can support the following cases: (i) single
symbol correction and double symbol detection, (ii) single
erasure correction, (iii) single erasure and single error cor-
rection, (iv) double erasure correction and (v) double era-
sure and single error detection. Current Chipkill-Correct x4
systems implement only single symbol correction and dou-
ble symbol detection (case (i)). Here, we propose an
enhancement which makes use of the same (144,128) code
to handle erasures; we refer to it as E-ECC Scheme 1.

If a chip is marked as faulty, it leads to a single erasure
and Scheme 1 performs single erasure correction (case (ii)).
When one more random error occurs in another chip,
Scheme 1 can still correct it (case (iii)). The decoder first
checks if it is a single erasure event. If so, case (ii) is exe-
cuted; otherwise, case (iii) is activated. If a second chip fails,
the MC marks it as faulty. The decoder first checks if it is a
double erasure event. If so, double erasure correction (case
(iv)) is implemented; otherwise, double erasure and single
error detection (case (v)) is activated. The decoding flow-
chart for Scheme 1 is shown in Fig. 2 and the details of the
decoding algorithm are included in the Appendix.

3.1.2 E-ECC Scheme 2

To enhance the error correction capability of x4 DRAM sys-
tems, we investigate ECC codes operating in higher finite

field.We combine data from two beats to obtain 256 data bits
and 32 ECC bits. Since there is no RS (72,64) code over GF
(24), we move to GF(28). We propose using RS (36,32) in GF

(28), which can be derived from RS (255,251). RS (36,32) can
provide double error correction, that is, it can correct double
chip failures on the fly instead of only detecting them as in
Scheme 1.We refer to this method as E-ECC Scheme 2.

In Scheme 2, two ranks (with 18 chips per rank) are acti-
vated per access. In each read/write, two consecutive 4-bit
symbols from the same bank form a single 8-bit symbol,
and thus a total of 36 symbols are read out. Fig. 3a illustrates
the data access pattern. The proposed RS (36,32) E-ECC
code has a minimum distance of 5 and supports the follow-
ing cases: (i) single error correction, (ii) double error correc-
tion, (iii) single erasure correction, (iv) single erasure and
single error correction (v) double erasure correction and (vi)
double erasure and single error correction.

The default state of Scheme 2 is single error and dou-
ble error correction. Since RS code has a special algebraic
structure, the decoder can use the syndrome to distin-
guish between case (i) and case (ii) efficiently [28]. When
a chip fails, it leads to a single error in the E-ECC code-
word and a single error can be corrected easily. When
MC marks this chip as faulty, the error becomes an era-
sure in an ECC codeword and the decoding circuitry for
single erasure correction (case (iii)) is activated. Correct-
ing single erasure is simpler compared to correcting sin-
gle error (see Appendix). Furthermore, if there is an
additional error in another chip, it can be corrected as
well (case (iv)). We assume that the errors build up over
time and so a second faulty chip can start generating

Fig. 2. Overview of the decoding algorithm for Scheme 1.

Fig. 3. Scheme 2. (a) x4 DRAM access pattern of two ranks (top), (b)
Overview of the decoding algorithm (bottom).
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repeated errors. When MC marks the second chip as
faulty, the E-ECC decoder activates double erasure cor-
rection (case (v)). Once two chips are marked as faulty,
it can correct one more random error (case (vi)). The
decoding flowchart is shown in Fig. 3b and details of
the decoding algorithm for each case is given in the
Appendix.

3.1.3 E-ECC Scheme 3

Although Scheme 2 improves the reliability compared to
Chipkill-Correct and E-ECC Scheme 1, it still activates 36
devices and consumes significant amount of power. This
motivates us to find another scheme that activates fewer
chips at the cost of some loss in reliability. We investigate
codes in GF(24) and GF(28) with the constraint that 18 chips
can be activated in each access. Under this constraint, in
each beat, 72 bits (64 data bits + 8 ECC bits) are accessed

from 18 chips. Since there is no RS (18,16) code over GF(24),

we move to GF(28).
In GF(28), the only available code is RS (9,8), which has a

minimum distance of 2 and so cannot even correct one sin-
gle error. However, if we combine data from two beats (144
bits), there are two candidates: one is the rotational
(144,128) code and the other is the RS (18,16) code over GF

(28). Rotational code cannot correct one chip failure (there
are 2 x4 symbol errors due to a chip failure) and hence it is
not suitable. The RS (18,16) code has minimum distance of 3
and can perform single error correction. It seems to be used
in AMD Chipkill-Correct [26]. Although this code provides
Chipkill-Correct capability, we choose a stronger code
whose error correction capability is competitive with the
other proposed schemes. Specifically, we choose RS (36,32)

code over GF(28); the corresponding scheme is referred to
as Scheme 3.

In Scheme 3, four consecutive 4-bit symbols from the
same bank contribute towards a codeword. Fig. 4a describes
the corresponding data access pattern. As mentioned ear-
lier, the RS (36,32) code has a minimum distance of 5 and
supports the following cases: (i) single error correction, (ii)
double error correction, (iii) double erasure correction, (iv)
double erasure and single error correction (v) double era-
sure and double error detection.

The default state of Scheme 3 is also single error and dou-
ble error correction. When a chip fails, it leads to two errors
in the E-ECC codeword and these two errors can be corrected
on the fly.WhenMCmarks a chip as faulty, the decoding cir-
cuitry for double erasure correction (case (iii)) is activated.
The double erasure correction methods for Schemes 2 and 3
are different. In Scheme 2, two chip failures lead to two era-
sure symbols in a codeword, which may not be adjacent. In
Scheme 3, one chip failure leads to double erasures and these
two erasure symbols are adjacent in a codeword.

Correcting two erasures is simpler compared to correct-
ing two errors (see Appendix) and these two erasure
addresses are consecutive in Scheme 3. Furthermore, if there
is an additional error in another chip, it can be corrected as
well (case (iv)). If a second chip fails, there are two erasures
(from the chip marked faulty) and two errors (from the
other faulty chip) which can be detected but not corrected
(case (v)). Note that the system cannot use case (iv) and case

(v) at the same time and a choice has to be made. For
DRAM systems whose errors increase over time, the MC
can activate case (iv) decoder, and once the number of sin-
gle errors is larger than a threshold, it can activate the cir-
cuitry for case (v). The decoding flowchart is shown in
Fig. 4b and details of the decoding algorithm for each case
is given in the Appendix.

3.2 x8 DRAM systems - E-ECC Scheme 4

In an x8DRAMsystem, nine chips (8 data chips + 1 ECC chip)
are accessed every time and since fewer chips are activated
compared to x4 DRAM, the power consumption is lower.
Hence, a lot of research effort has focused on designing Chip-
kill-Correct x8DRAMsystems [8], [9], [10], [25], [29].

Deriving a Chipkill-Correct solution for x8 DRAM with
low overhead is still quite a challenge. If only one rank is
activated, in each beat, nine symbols are accessed from
nine chips. A possible choice is the RS (9,8) code over GF
(28). Unfortunately, this code can only detect a single sym-
bol error and thus is not suitable. If two beats of data are

combined, RS (18,16) code can be used over GF(28) to per-
form single error correction. However, since one faulty
chip leads to two error symbols per codeword, this code
can not correct them. To provide Chipkill-Correct protec-
tion, either an extra ECC chip (3-check symbol code) has to
be used or the extra ECC symbols have to be stored in
another rank like [8].

Our solution is to operate the x8 DRAM system in lock-
step mode as in Intel [13], HP [22] and Dell [27] systems. In
the lock-step mode, two ranks are activated and in each
beat, 144 bits (128 data bits + 16 ECC bits) are accessed from

Fig. 4. Scheme 3. (a) x4 DRAM access pattern of one rank (top), (b)
Overview of the decoding algorithm (bottom).
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18 chips across two ranks. If we use the rotational (144,128)
code, when a chip fails, the faulty chip leads to 2 x4 error
symbols in a codeword and since this code cannot correct
two random errors, it is not Chipkill-Correct. In GF(28), the
RS (18,16) code is a possible choice. It can correct errors due
to a chip failure. WhenMCmarks a chip as faulty, it can cor-
rect single erasure and detect one more random error in
another chip. However, we choose a stronger code, namely,
RS (36,32), since it has better error correction capability com-
pared to RS (18,16) and the same 12.5 percent storage over-
head. We refer to this scheme as E-ECC Scheme 4 and this
scheme was also presented in [30].

In each beat, 2 � 9 = 18 symbols are read out from two
ranks and a total of 2 � 18 = 36 symbols are accessed in two
beats. Fig. 5 demonstrates the data access pattern of Scheme
4. As mentioned earlier, the RS (36,32) code supports: (i) sin-
gle error correction, (ii) double error correction, (iii) double
erasure correction, (iv) double erasure and single error cor-
rection (v) double erasure and double error detection.
Scheme 4 uses the same RS (36,32) code as Scheme 3, though
their access patterns are different (Scheme 4 is designed for
x8 DRAM systems while Scheme 3 is for x4 DRAM sys-
tems). The decoding flow of Scheme 4 is the same as Scheme
3 (shown in Fig. 4b). When none of the chips are marked as
faulty, Scheme 4 performs cases (i) and (ii). When a chip is
marked as faulty, both symbols from that chip are treated as
erasures. The decoder checks whether it is a double erasure
event. If so, it launches double erasure correction (case (iii));
otherwise, it activates double erasure and single error cor-
rection (case (iv)) or double erasure and double error detec-
tion (case (v)). Note that case (iv) and case (v) cannot be
chosen at the same time.

3.3 x16 DRAM Systems - E-ECC Scheme 5

x16 DRAM activates fewer number of chips per rank com-
pared to x4 and x8 DRAM systems and thus has even lower
power. Since each rank has four chips for data, there has to
be at least one additional chip per rank to provide Chipkill-
Correct reliability. Thus, such a scheme results in a storage
overhead of 25 percent. If only one rank is activated, five 16-
bit symbols are read out in each beat. This can be configured
into ten 8-bit symbols and the RS (10,8) code over GF(28) can
be used. While the RS (10,8) code can correct a single symbol
error, it cannot correct double errors due to a faulty chip.

The RS (5,4) code over GF(216), on the other hand, can detect
a faulty chip but cannot correct the errors due to that faulty
chip. If two beats of data are combined, the RS (20,16) code

over GF(28) or the RS (10,8) code over GF(216) can be used.

Unfortunately, both these codes cannot correct errors due to
a faulty chip. Hence, we move to x16 DRAM systems that
operate in the lock-step mode.

When two ranks are activated, in each beat, 160 bits (128
data bits + 32 ECC bits) are accessed. If RS (20,16) code over
GF(28) is used, double errors due to a single faulty chip can

be corrected. Although RS (10,8) code over GF(216) is also a

Chipkill-Correct code, RS (20,16) over GF(28) provides
stronger and more flexible error correction capability with
the same 25 percent storage overhead. It can correct two
random symbol errors in two different chips and also can
correct two symbol errors in a single chip. Hence, we choose

RS (20,16) code over GF(28) as our E-ECC Scheme 5.
Fig. 6 illustrates the data access pattern. Here two ranks

with five chips per rank are activated each time. The 16 bits
per chip are organized into two 8-bit symbols in a code-
word. The proposed RS (20,16) code also has a minimum
distance of 5 and supports the following cases: (i) single
error correction, (ii) double error correction, (iii) double era-
sure correction, (iv) double erasure and single error correc-
tion (v) double erasure and double error detection. Scheme
5 has the same decoding flow as Schemes 3 and 4 (also
shown in Fig. 4b), though its access pattern is quite differ-
ent. As before, when none of the chips are marked as faulty,
Scheme 5 performs cases (i) and (ii). When a chip is marked
as faulty, one 16-bit symbol failure from that chip is treated
as two 8-bit erasures. The decoder checks whether it is a
double erasure event. If so, Scheme 5 launches double era-
sure correction (case (iii)); otherwise, it activates double era-
sure and single error correction (case (iv)) or double erasure
and double error detection (case (v)). Note that case (iv) and
case (v) cannot be used at the same time.

4 SYNTHESIS RESULTS

We implemented the E-ECC decoders in Verilog hardware
description language and synthesized them with a 28 nm
industrial process. Recall that Scheme 1 is based on the rota-
tional (144,128) code, Schemes 2, 3, 4 are based on the RS
(36,32) code over GF(28), and Scheme 5 is based on the RS

(20,16) code over GF(28). The latency, power consumption
and area of each block ini the three E-ECC codes are pre-
sented in Tables 1, 2 and 3, respectively.

The two main hardware components are finite field mul-
tiplication and finite field inversion. We used a fully parallel
implementation for finite field multiplication. We imple-
mented finite field inversion using a look-up table of size

16� 4 for GF(24) and 256� 8 for GF(28). The syndrome

Fig. 5. x8 DRAM access pattern for Scheme 4. Fig. 6. x16 DRAM access pattern for Scheme 5.
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calculation unit is activated in every read operation and so it
is important that its latency be minimized. We implemented

this unit using 144 GF(24), 144 GF(28) and 80 GF(28) multi-
plications for rotational (144,128) code, RS(36,32) code
and RS (20,16) code, respectively, followed by a tree of XOR
gates.

Latency. The syndrome calculation unit of Scheme 1
(based on the (144,128) code) has a latency of 0.41 ns. If
the syndrome vector is not zero and the error event is
classified as single error, correcting the error takes an
additional 0.41 ns. This low latency comes at the cost of
additional area due to parallelization. If a chip is marked
as faulty, single erasure correction takes 0.3 ns. In addi-
tion to the erasures, if there is one more random error, it
takes another 1.1 ns. If two chips are marked as faulty,
Scheme 1 takes 0.39 ns to do double erasure correction. If
there is one more random error, Scheme 1 can detect this
error but can not correct it, and the corresponding timing
delay is also 0.39 ns.

The syndrome calculation unit of Scheme 2 (based on RS
(36,32) code) takes 0.48 ns. If the syndrome vector is not
zero, RS (36,32) can classify whether it is a single error event
or a double error event. Single error correction takes an
additional 0.47 ns, making the total latency 0.95 ns. Double

error correction takes an additional 1.07 ns, making the total
latency 1.55 ns. When a chip is marked as faulty, Scheme 2
checks whether it is a single erasure event. If so, it imple-
ments single erasure correction with an additional 0.33 ns;
otherwise, it implements single erasure and single error cor-
rection with an additional 0.33 + 0.68 ns. In Schemes 3 and 4,
when a chip is marked as faulty, E-ECC decoder checks for
double erasures. If so, it implements double erasure correc-
tion with an additional 0.78 ns; otherwise, it implements
double erasure and single error correction with an addi-
tional 0.78 + 0.87 ns.

The syndrome calculation unit in Scheme 5 takes only
0.42 ns because Scheme 5 is based on a smaller RS code.
When none of the chips are marked faulty, Scheme 5 per-
forms single error correction with an additional 0.47 ns and
double error correction with an additional 1.07 ns. When a
chip is marked as faulty, double erasure correction takes an
additional 0.79 ns. If there is one more random error, it per-
forms double erasure and single error correction with an
additional 0.79 + 0.86 ns.

Power. We list the dynamic power and static power con-
sumption for each E-ECC unit in Table 2. The dynamic
power is based on input switching probability of 50 percent.
The syndrome calculation unit, which is activated in every

TABLE 1
Synthesis Results Using a 28 nm Library - Latency

Rotational (144,128)
Code over GF(24)

RS (36,32) Code
over GF(28)

RS (20,16) Code
over GF(28)

Syndrome Calculation 0.41 ns (D) 0.48 ns (L) 0.42 ns(n)
Corrects 1 error D + 0.41 ns L + 0.47 ns n + 0.47 ns
Corrects 1 erasure D + 0.30 ns L + 0.33 ns N/A
Corrects 1 erasure & 1 error D + 0.30 ns + 1.1 ns L + 0.33 ns + 0.68 ns N/A
Corrects 2 errors N/A L + 1.07 ns n + 1.07 ns
Corrects 2 erasures D + 0.39 ns L + 0.78 ns n + 0.79 ns
Corrects 2 erasures & 1 error N/ A L + 0.78 ns + 0.87 ns n + 0.79 ns + 0.86 ns

TABLE 2
Synthesis Results Using a 28 nm Library - Power

dynamic power (static power) Rotational (144,128)
Code over GF(24)

RS (36,32) Code
over GF(28)

RS (20,16) Code
over GF(28)

Syndrome Calculation 14.5 mW (0.0083 mW) 14.6 mW (0.0192 mW) 11.2 mW (0.0141 mW)
Corrects 1 error 12.5 mW (0.0015 mW) 22.53 mW (0.0195 mW) 13.6 mW (0.0158 mW)
Corrects 1 erasure 12.6 mW (0.001 mW) 25.62 mW (0.0144 mW) N/A
Corrects 1 erasure & 1 error 9.48 mW (0.0043 mW) 21.44 mW (0.0271 mW) N/A
Corrects 2 errors N/A 16.54 mW (0.0374 mW) 11.1 mW (0.0326 mW )
Corrects 2 erasures 15.93 mW (0.0131 mW) 19.1 mW (0.0277 mW) 12.2 mW (0.0239 mW)
Corrects 2 erasures & 1 error N/A 19.97 mW (0.0353 mW) 13.7 mW (0.0306 mW)

TABLE 3
Synthesis Results Using a 28 nm Library - Area

Rotational (144,128)
Code over GF(24)

RS (36,32) Code
over GF(28)

RS (20,16) Code
over GF(28)

Syndrome Calculation 2,001 um2 3,970 um2 2,533 um2

Corrects 1 error 2,760 um2 2,024 um2 1,842 um2

Corrects 1 erasure 980 um2 1,336 um2 N/A
Corrects 1 erasure & 1 error 5,658 um2 3,490 um2 N/A
Corrects 2 errors N/A 5,043 um2 4,575 um2

Corrects 2 erasures 1,394 um2 3,311 um2 2,935 um2

Corrects 2 erasures & 1 error N/A 6,041 um2 4,883 um2
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memory access, also has very small power consumption
compared to the off-chip DRAM power consumption.

Area. We also estimate the area of the E-ECC decoders.
Schemes 1 to 5 have an area of 12,793, 25,215, 20,389, 20,389
and 16,768um2 respectively. Scheme 2 has the largest num-
ber of decoding units and hence it has the largest area.
Schemes 3 and 4 both have the same area since they activate
the same set of decoding units. Scheme 5 has smaller area
compared to Schemes 3 and 4 because it uses a smaller sized
RS code. Overall the area of the E-ECC decoders is quite

small. The largest E-ECC has an area of only 0.025 mm2,
which is fairly small compared to a typical die size (� 100

mm2).

5 EVALUATION

We evaluate the timing performance of the different ECC
schemes by using an open source full-system simulator,
gem5 [31]. We model a 4-way out-of-order processor with a
two-level cache hierarchy. The L1 instruction and data
caches are private to each core while the L2 caches are
shared. We also model a detailed DDR3 DRAM with data
rate 1,600 (MT/s). Table 4 describes the configuration of our
setup.

We use a detailed cycle-based DRAM simulator, DRAM-
Sim2 [32], to evaluate DRAM power consumption. We gen-
erate DRAM access traces from the aforementioned gem5
simulation setup. We then estimate the power consumption
of the five different schemes by simulating at least 2 million
memory accesses from these traces. We use the Micron 4 Gb
data sheets [33] to obtain the input parameter values for
DRAMSim2.

5.1 Workloads

We evaluate the timing and power performance impact of
the E-ECC schemes using both sequential and multiprog-
rammed workloads. We use 11 DRAM-sensitive sequential
applications from the SPEC2006 benchmark suite (Table 5).
We use Simpoints [34] to identify a single, 250-million
instruction representative region for each sequential work-
load. In addition, we also evaluate the multi-core system
performance. We create two 4-core multiprogrammed
workload mixes of the SPEC2006 benchmarks to realistically

model the multiprogrammed application execution scenar-
ios. The workload mixes are also summarized in Table 5.
For our multiprogrammed simulations, in order to enable
the start of different benchmarks in each workload at the
same time, we fast-forward two billion instructions from
the program start and simulate in detail until all the bench-
marks have simulated for at least 250 million instructions.
We collect the statistics after the slowest benchmark has
completed simulating 250 million instructions.

5.2 Timing, Power and Energy Results

In this part, we analyze the timing, power and energy per-
formance of the five E-ECC schemes and the three existing
schemes (V-ECC, LOT-ECC and Multi-ECC). In order to
obtain the timing performance of V-ECC, LOT-ECC and
Multi-ECC, we also synthesized their corresponding ECC
units in 28 nm technology. The delay of the syndrome calcu-
lation unit in V-ECC (using RS (19,16) code over GF(28)) is
0.42 ns, LOT-ECC (using multi-level one’s complement
addition) is 0.52 ns, and Multi-ECC (using RS (9,8) code

over GF(216)) is 0.24 ns. Since the latencies of syndrome cal-
culation of all schemes are within one memory cycle
(1.25 ns), we add one additional cycle in the memory read
access time in gem5 simulation.

We present the simulation results of all schemes in an
error-free system. V-ECC activates two x8 ranks per access
and has the same configuration as E-ECC Scheme 4. LOT-
ECC and Multi-ECC both activate one x8 rank per access
and so we have added simulation results for this configura-
tion. V-ECC, LOT-ECC and Multi-ECC all use ECC cache to
store the tier-2 ECC symbols. We provide the timing perfor-
mance for the best case scenario when the ECC cache has a
hit rate of 100 percent. All performance values are normal-
ized to those of the x4 Chipkill-Correct baseline scheme.
Since Schemes 1 and 2 activate 36 � 4 chips in two ranks as
in the baseline, they have identical timing, power and
energy performance and are not shown in the figures.

5.2.1 Timing Performance Comparison

Fig. 7 shows the IPC performance of all schemes for a subset
of the sequential and multiprogrammed workloads. We
measure the performance of the multiprogrammed work-
loads using the weighted speedup, which is given by
P

i

(IPCshare
i

Þ
(IPCsingle

i
Þ, where IPCsingle

i and IPCshare
i correspond to the

number of instructions executed per cycle in program i
under single-program and multi-program execution,
respectively [35], [36]. We use the geometric mean to report
the average values.

Overall, the IPC performance increases as the data width
increases from x4 to x8 to x16. The performance

TABLE 4
Simulation System Parameters

Processor 2 GHz single core (quad-core for
multiprogrammed workloads), 4-way
out-of-order, 128-entry reorder buffer

L1-I Cache 32 KB, 4-way assoc., 1 cycle latency, 64B
cache line

L1-D Cache 32 KB, 8-way assoc., 1 cycle latency, 64B
cache line

Shared L2 Cache 1MB (4 MB for multiprogrammed work-
loads), 16-way assoc., 10 cycle latency,
64B cache line

Main Memory DDR3-1600 (800 MHz), FCFS, open page
policy, 13.75 ns precharge time, 13.75 ns
CAS latency, 13.75 ns RAS to CAS
latency, 8 banks per chip, 1 kB row
buffers

TABLE 5
Sequential and Multiprogrammed Workloads

Benchmarks

bwaves, bzip2, cactusADM, h264ref, lbm,
libquantum, mcf, omnetpp, soplex, sphinx3, zeusmp

mix1(bzip2, mcf, omnetpp, libquantum)
mix2(libquantum, bwaves, zeusmp, cactusADM)
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improvement can be attributed to higher rank-level parallel-
ism. For example, Schemes 1 and 2 operate on one logical
rank whereas Schemes 3 and 4 operate on two logical ranks
and thus have better IPC performance. Fig. 7 shows that
Scheme 5, which operates on four logical ranks, has the best
IPC performance among all the schemes. The improvement
is 7 percent average, 21 percent maximum, in multiprog-
rammed workloads and 18 percent in sequential workloads.

Of the existing schemes, since V-ECC has the same config-
uration as E-ECC Scheme 4 and V-ECC uses ECC cache to
reduce the number ofwrite operations, we project that V-ECC
has timing performance similar to E-ECC Scheme 4. LOT-
ECC and Multi-ECC both activate one x8 rank per memory
access. While the tier-2 ECC symbols of LOT-ECC are located
in the same row as the accessed data, they are located in
another row in Multi-ECC. Since both schemes also use ECC
cache, their performance is likely to be the same. Overall, we
can expect the order of timing performance improvement
(high to low) to be Scheme 5, followed by LOT-ECC and
Multi-ECC, followed by Scheme 4 and V-ECC, followed by
Scheme 3, followed by Scheme 1 and 2 andChipkill-Correct.

5.2.2 Power Performance Comparison

We compare the DRAM power consumption of the can-
didate ECC schemes; the memory configurations are pro-
vided in detail in Table 6. We generate the power
consumption for each scheme by running the simulations
in DRAMSim2.

Fig. 8 shows the power consumption of the sequential and
multiprogrammed SPEC workloads normalized to baseline.
The power consumption is due to the off-chip DRAM since
the power consumption due to ECC decoding in logic die is
negligible (20 mW compared to 3 W for DRAM). Scheme 4
obtains the best power reduction among the five schemes; it
achieves an average of 18 percent, a maximum of 23.5 percent
in multiprogrammed workloads and a maximum of 21.3 per-
cent in sequential workloads power reduction compared to
baseline. Scheme 5 does not perform as well due to its higher
storage overhead (25 percent compared to 12.5 percent) and
its 2 kB row buffer compared to 1 kB row buffer used in x4
and x8 DRAM systems. Even though x16 DRAM activates
fewer number of DRAM chips, the larger row buffer size
adversely affects its power performance.

Fig. 7. IPC performance of sequential and multiprogrammed applications. Scheme 1 and 2 have the same IPC performance as Chipkill-Correct
(baseline). LOT-ECC and Multi-ECC have performance comparable to ECC x8 one rank and V-ECC has performance comparable to E-ECC x8
Scheme 4.

TABLE 6
Memory Configurations of the Five E-ECC Schemes

ECC Channel I/O pin Ranks/Channel Chips/Rank Burst length Total Size Data Size

E-ECC x4 Scheme 1,2 1 x4 1 36 4 18 GB 16 GB
E-ECC x4 Scheme 3 1 x4 2 18 8 18 GB 16 GB
E-ECC x8 Scheme 4 1 x8 2 18 4 18 GB 16 GB
E-ECC x16 Scheme 5 2 x16 2 10 4 20 GB 16 GB
ECC x8 One rank 2 x8 2 9 8 18 GB 16 GB

Fig. 8. Power consumption of sequential and multiprogrammed workloads normalized to Chipkill-Correct. Schemes 1 and 2 have the same power
performance as Chipkill-Correct (baseline). LOT-ECC and Multi-ECC have performance comparable to ECC x8 one rank and V-ECC has
performance comparable to E-ECC x8 Scheme 4.
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Of the existing schemes, V-ECC has power performance
comparable to our E-ECC Scheme 4. LOT-ECC and Multi-
ECC have the lowest power consumption since they only
activate one x8 rank per memory access. Overall, we can
expect that the power efficiency (high to low) to be LOT-
ECC and Multi-ECC, followed by Scheme 4, followed by
Scheme 3, followed by Scheme 5m followed by Scheme 1
and 2 and Chipkill-Correct.

5.2.3 Energy Performance Comparison

Wenext present our energy efficiency comparison for the dif-
ferent ECC schemes.We derive the energy number by multi-
plying cycle per instruction (CPI) and power for each
benchmark with 250 million instructions and normalizing it
to the energy number of the baseline. Overall, Scheme 4 out-
performs all other proposed schemes in energy efficiency.
Fig. 9 shows that Scheme 3, Scheme 4 and Scheme 5 improve
the energy efficiency by a mean of 17.4, 25.4 and 22 percent,
respectively. Scheme 5 outweighs Schemes 3 or 4 only when
the system is heavily used. However, if the system is under
utilized, Scheme 5 performs worse compared to other
schemes. We conclude that even though Scheme 5 has the
best timing performance, it does not have the best power per-
formance and thus not the best energy performance.

Of the existing schemes, V-ECC has energy efficiency
comparable to our E-ECC Scheme 4. LOT-ECC and Multi-
ECC have the best energy efficiency; they outperform E-
ECC Scheme 4 by around 15 percent. Although LOT-ECC
and Multi-ECC have attractive energy performance, they
are not as reliable as Chipkill-Correct schemes.

5.3 Reliability

In this section, we analyze the reliability of the competing
schemes including Chipkill-Correct, V-ECC [8], LOT-ECC
[9], Multi-ECC [10] and our E-ECC Schemes. Table 7 sum-
marizes the error detection and correction capability of all
schemes. For each error event, we provide the rates for
detectable and correctable errors (DCE), detectable but
uncorrectable errors (DUE) and silent data corruption
(SDC). These rates are calculated by performing 10 million
Monte Carlo simulations.

First of all, all schemes can correct single bit error with
100 percent probability. If there are multiple bit errors in a
row, LOT-ECC uses 7-bit checksum to perform local error
detection and can only detect a whole row being stuck-at-0
or stuck-at-1. However, if there are multiple random bit
errors in a row, LOT-ECC cannot fully detect it. The DCE
rate of this scheme is 87.5 percent and the SDC rate is 12:5
percent as given in [9]. The rest of the schemes can correct
multiple random bit errors in a single row.

Next we consider multiple bit errors in a single column.
Multi-ECC uses one’s complement to generate the column
check sum and so if there are even number of random errors
or combinations of stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 failures in a sin-
gle column, Multi-ECC can detect the errors using row par-
ity bits but cannot use the column checksums to locate them
correctly. If every bit in a single column is flipped with 50
percent probability, then for 10 million runs, Multi-ECC has
DCE of 75.01 percent and DUE of 24.99 percent. In contrast,
the rest of the schemes can deal with any combination of
random errors or permanent errors within a single column.

Fig. 9. Energy efficiency of different E-ECC schemes. Schemes 1 and 2 have the same energy efficiency performance as Chipkill-Correct (baseline).
LOT-ECC and Multi-ECC have performance comparable to ECC x8 one rank and V-ECC has performance comparable to E-ECC x8 Scheme 4.

TABLE 7
Error Detection and Correction Comparison

Chipkill-
Correct

V-ECC
[8]

LOT-ECC
[9]

Multi-ECC
[10]

E-ECC
Scheme 1

E-ECC
Scheme 2

E-ECC
Scheme 3

E-ECC
Scheme 4

E-ECC
Scheme 5

Single bit DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100%
failure DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0%

SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0%
Row DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:87.5% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100%
failures DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0%

SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:12.5% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0%
Column DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:75.01% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100%
failures DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:24.99% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0%

SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0%
Single chip DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:87.5% DCE:75.01% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100% DCE:100%
failure DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:24.99% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0% DUE:0%

SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:12.5% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0% SDC:0%
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When a chip fails, it results in multiple column failures or
row failures. LOT-ECC can detect a chip failure with DCE
less than 87.5 percent, which is the same as its row failure
event. Similarly, Multi-ECC has a chip failure probability
which is the same as its column failure probability. In con-
trast, all five E-ECC schemes can correct errors due to a chip
failure. When one chip fails and a single bit failure occurs in
another chip, Chipkill-Correct and V-ECC can fully detect
this event. LOT-ECC can detect this event with less than
87:5 percent probability while Multi-ECC can detect with

1� 2�16 � 99:9985% probability. Scheme 1 can detect this
event with 100 percent probability and Scheme 2 can correct
with 100 percent probability. However, Schemes 3, 4 and 5
cannot handle this error event.

If the MC marks a chip as faulty and there is one more
random error in another chip, all 5 E-ECC Schemes can cor-
rect it. V-ECC can also be designed to correct one erasure
and one random error. LOT-ECC, which uses XOR opera-
tion to recover from a faulty chip, cannot handle this error
event. Multi-ECC can correct the extra error if a spare chip
is used to replace the faulty chip. If the MC marks a chip as
faulty and there is one more chip failure, Schemes 1 and 2
can fully correct the errors.

Of all the schemes, E-ECC Scheme 2 has the highest error
protection capability since it can correct double chip failures
on the fly. In addition, when two chips are marked as faulty,
it can correct errors due to a third chip failure.

5.4 Overhead Comparison

All proposed E-ECC Schemes (except for Scheme 5) have
12.5 percent storage overhead while V-ECC, LOT-ECC and
Multi-ECC have storage overheads more than 12.5 percent
(18.5, 26.5 and 12.9 percent). Although Scheme 5 has 25 per-
cent storage overhead, it only utilizes one additional chip
per four chips in x16 DRAM. Since direct implementations
of V-ECC, LOT-ECC and Multi-ECC incur extra reads or
writes to access or update tier-2 ECC symbols, all three
schemes use ECC cache to store the tier-2 ECC symbols and
avoid performance degradation. To support use of ECC
cache, OS needs to be modified and extra hardware units
(ECC address mapping) have to be added as indicated in
[8], [9], [10].

The E-ECC schemes rely on MCA to record the corrected
errors in each chip. MCA is already used in several servers
[2], [14], [15] and does not add to the overhead. When errors
are caused by permanent faults, V-ECC, LOT-ECC and
Multi-ECC also rely on MCA logs to decide when to use
spare rows, page retirement and chip replacement. How-
ever, use of these methods results in significant overhead to
reroute, remap or retire the data in DRAM. Overall, the pro-
posed E-ECC schemes use more logic die area but have the
lowest storage and infrastructure overhead compared to the
existing schemes. A comparison of the overhead of the com-
peting schemes is given in Table 8.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present five erasure and error correction
(E-ECC) schemes that provide superior error protection for
x4, x8 and x16 DRAM systems. All our schemes use strong
symbol based codes and provide higher error protection

compared to existing systems. Furthermore, when a chip is
marked faulty, our schemes make use of erasure correction
to increase the lifetime of the memory system with no addi-
tional cost. Synthesis results show that the decoding latency
of these codes is very small and the additional latency does
not affect the timing performance of the memory system.
Also, our schemes require no extra memory accesses to per-
form error correction and more importantly, do not require
any change in the memory architecture.

All the proposed schemes can correct errors due to a chip
failure, and when the chip is marked faulty, they can correct
one more random error. Of all these schemes, Scheme 2 that
is designed for x4 systems and uses RS(36,32) code, has the
highest reliability. Simulations on SPEC 2006 benchmarks
show that Schemes 3, 4 and 5 have better timing, power and
energy performance compared to x4 Chipkill-Correct solu-
tions. Of these schemes, Scheme 4 that is designed for x8
systems and uses the RS(36,32) code, has the lowest power
consumption and highest energy performance while
Scheme 5 that is designed for x16 systems and uses the RS
(20,16) code, has the best timing performance. Overall, our
proposed schemes provide a low cost solution to increasing
the lifetime of commodity DRAM memory systems with
lower power and performance overhead.

APPENDIX

Decoding algorithm of the E-ECC schemes based on the
(144,128) rotational code: This is a (36,32) code over GF(24)
that has a minimum distance of 4 and supports the follow-
ing cases: (i) single error correction and double error detec-
tion, (ii) single erasure correction, (iii) single erasure and
single error correction, (iv) double erasure correction and
(v) double erasure and single error detection.

The first step is syndrome calculation, where the syn-
drome vector S ¼ ðs0; s1; s2; s3ÞT is calculated bymultiplying
the parity check matrix H with the codeword. The parity
check matrix of the rotational (144,128) code is of size 4� 36,
where each entry is a 4 bit symbol, and is given in [6]. Case (i)
is the traditional single symbol correction anddouble symbol
detection. The decoder compares the syndrome vector with
all columns of the parity check matrix to determine the error

TABLE 8
Overhead Comparison

Infrastructure Overhead

E-ECC � 12.5% storage overhead (25% for Scheme 5)

� ECC logic die size from 12,793 to 25,215 um2

� Utilizes MCA to mark chip as faulty
V-ECC � 18.5% storage overhead

� ECC logic die size of 4,375 um2

� ECC cache to store tier-2 ECC symbols
LOT-ECC � 26.5% storage overhead

� ECC logic die size of 4,107 um2 (only tier-1)
� ECC cache to store tier-2 ECC symbols
� Relies on MCA to record errors and implement
spare rows, page retirement and chip replacement

Multi-ECC � 12.9% storage overhead

� ECC logic die size of 762 um2 (only tier-1)
� ECC cache to store tier-2 ECC symbols
� Relies on MCA to record errors and implement
spare rows, page retirement and chip replacement
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location and the corresponding error value. Let the jth col-
umn of the parity check matrix, H, be hj ¼ ðhj0; hj1;

hj2; hj3ÞT , j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; 35. If S ¼ ejhj holds, then the error
occurred in position j and has a value ej. If there is no j

for which S ¼ ejhj, then the decoder declares it as a double
error event.

Cases (ii) to (v) involve correction of erasure symbols.
Note that since the location of the faulty chip is known, the
corresponding symbols are marked as erasure symbols.
Each erasure symbol is replaced with the zero symbol in the
received codeword and then the syndrome vector is gener-
ated. For case (ii), the syndrome vector is compared with
the column in the parity check matrix corresponding to the
erasure address. If the erasure address is i, the decoder
checks if S ¼ eihi for column i in H. If it holds, the decoder
recovers the erasure value ei in address i of codeword. Oth-
erwise, the single erasure and single error correction (case
(iii)) unit is activated.

For case (iii), assume that the erasure address is i and the
erasure value is ei; similarly, the error address is j and error
value is ej, where i 6¼ j. The decoder needs to check whether
the syndrome vector, S, is a linear combination of hi and hj,
where j is from 0 to 35 and i 6¼ j. The hardware consists of
36 sub-decoders, where the jth decoder has hj embedded in
it. The MC feeds column hi to all but the ith sub-decoder. If
the ith and jth columns of the parity check matrix are hi ¼
ðhi0; hi1; hi2; hi3ÞT and hj ¼ ðhj0; hj1; hj2; hj3ÞT , then s0 ¼ ei�
hi0 þ ej � hj0, s1 ¼ ei � hi1 þ ej � hj1 equations are used to
obtain ei and ej. The decoded ei and ej values are substi-
tuted back to calculate ~s2 ¼ ei � hi2 þ ej � hj2 and ~s3 ¼ ei�
hi3 þ ej � hj3. If ~s2 ¼ s2 and ~s3 ¼ s3 both hold, the decoder
declares that the error is located in location j of the received
codeword and corrects it.

For case (iv), the MC sends two erasure addresses
(assume i and j) to the decoder and the decoder extracts the
two columns, hi and hj, corresponding to the two erasure
addresses. It uses these two columns to check whether the
syndrome is a linear combination of hi and hj. If the condi-
tion holds, the decoder recovers the two erased symbols.
Otherwise, it declares that there are two erasures and one
error, which is case (v).

Decoding algorithm of the E-ECC schemes based on the
RS (36,32) over GF(28): This code has minimum distance of
5 and supports the following cases: (i) single error correc-
tion, (ii) double error correction, (iii) single erasure correc-
tion, (iv) single erasure and single error correction, (v)
double erasure correction, (vi) double erasure and single
error correction. The parity check matrix, H, of this code is
given as follows

H ¼
1 1 1 ::: 1 ::: 1
1 a a2 ::: ai ::: a35

1 a2 a4 ::: a2i ::: a70

1 a3 a6 ::: a3i ::: a105

0
BB@

1
CCA,

where a is a primitive element of GF(28). For case (i) and
case (ii), the decoder implements single error and double
error correction. The decoder can classify the two cases by
using the syndrome vector [28]. Let the syndrome vector be

S ¼ ðs0; s1; s2; s3ÞT . The condition s3
s2
¼ s2

s1
¼ s1

s0
corresponds to

a single error event; otherwise, it is a double error event. We
implement the double error correction based on the method
used in [37]. To solve the error locator polynomial, we use a
deterministic way to solve the roots rather than using the
Chien search method. The error locator polynomial can be

simplified to y2 þ yþK. To solve y, a deterministic way by
using linearlized polynomials is shown in [37].

Case (iii) is trivial and easier than case (i). Suppose hi is
the ith column of H and the erasure position is at i. The
decoder compares S ¼ ei � hi or not. If it holds, the decoder
declares it is single erasure event. If it does not hold, it acti-
vates case (iv). Suppose the erasure address is i (known)
and the error address is j (unknown). The decoder checks
whether the syndrome vector, S, is a linear combination of

hi and hj. Let S ¼ ei � hi þ ej � hj, where hi ¼ ð1;ai;a2i;a3iÞT
and hj ¼ ð1;aj;a2j;a3jÞT , then aj ¼ s1�aiþs2

s0�aiþs1
, ej ¼ s0�aiþs1

aiþaj
and

ei ¼ s0 þ ej. The decoder first finds the error address j, then
derives ei and ej.

In E-ECC Scheme 2, if two chips are marked faulty, then
there are two erasures (case (v)). Assume the positions of two
erasure symbols are i and j, where i and j are from 0 to 35 and
i 6¼ j. The relation between syndrome vector and the columns
corresponding to the erasure positions inH is as follows:

s0
s1
s2
s3

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼ ei

1
ai

a2i

a3i

0
BB@

1
CCAþ ej

1
aj

a2j

a3j

0
BB@

1
CCA,

where ei and ej are the erasure values for positions ith and

jth. The value ej is calculated by ej ¼ s0a
iþs1

aiþaj
and ei is

obtained by ei ¼ s0 þ ej. The decoded ei and ej values are

used to calculate ~s2 and ~s3, namely, ~s2 ¼ ei � a2i þ ej � a2j

and ~s3 ¼ ei � a3i þ ej � a3j. If ~s2 ¼ s2 and ~s3 ¼ s3 hold, the
decoder declares a double erasure event and corrects these
two erased symbols (case (v)). Otherwise, the decoder acti-
vates the double erasure and single error correction unit
corresponding to case (vi).

In case (vi), let the address of the error symbol be k, the
error value be ek and the addresses of the erasure symbols
are i and j, where i 6¼ j, j 6¼ k and i 6¼ k. The relation
between syndrome vector and double erasure and one error
is given as follows:

s0
s1
s2
s3

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼ ei

1
ai

a2i

a3i

0
BB@

1
CCAþ ej

1
aj

a2j

a3j

0
BB@

1
CCAþ ek

1
ak

a2k

a3k

0
BB@

1
CCA

The error address ak is derived by ak ¼ s1a
iþjþs2a

jþs2a
iþs3

s0a
iþjþs1a

jþs1a
iþs2

.

The error value ek is obtained by s0a
iþjþs1a

jþs1a
iþs2

ðakþajÞðaiþajÞ The era-

sure value ej is obtained by ej ¼ s0a
jþeka

jþeka
kþs1

aiþaj
. Finally, ei

is obtained by ei ¼ s0 þ ej þ ek.
In E-ECC Schemes 3 and 4, if a single chip is marked

faulty, there are two erasures but those erasures are in con-
secutive locations. So if the position of the first erasure is 2i
the position of the second erasure is 2iþ 1, where
i ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; 17. The procedure for case (v) and case (vi) in
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E-ECC Schemes 3 and 4 are very similar to these in E-ECC
Scheme 2 and are not described here.

The RS (20,16) code over GF(28) has smaller parity check
matrix but it has the same decoding algorithm as the RS
(36,32) code. Hence, we skip the description of its decoding
units of RS (20,16) here.
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